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Points of Interest

Conversion Tables
Dollars to pesos, gallons to litres,
miles to kilometers.

your family car over splendid highways from your
front door to pyramids and archeological zones that
rival those of ancient Egypt. Visit 400-year-old colonial
cities as beautiful as those of Spain and to white tropical beaches that resemble the South Seas. See palaces,
cathedrals, plazas and Indian villages with thatched
huts, old Spanish towns, snow-capped volcanos, and
salt-water fishing that is second to none.

Money Saving Tips

STORES AND MARKETS overflow with silver jewelry,
pottery, glassware, lacquerware, leather, baskets, furniture, textiles and tinware all exquisitely handmade
and low in cost.

Free Camping Areas

Latest Facts

• General Information

Accommodations
Motels and hotels that also have
trailer space.

• Historical Notes

100 Trailer Parks

• Hunting

Locations, facilities and rates.

• Fishing
• Travel Tips
Locations of:
Butane, purified water, ice, banks,
post offices, markets, gas stations,
etc.

Road Logs

DETAILED MAPS, INFORMATION AND PICTURES will

Principle Cities

help you locate accommodations, points of interest and
items needed. Information on hunting, fishing and interesting side trips. Logs tell of road conditions, scenery
and accommodations ahead.

Altitudes, temperatures, rainfall.

• Travel Wardrobe
• Highway Signs
• Taxis, Buses, Streetcars

Give mile by mile description.
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• Postal, Telephone and
Telegraph Services
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to Mexico an enjoyable one eliminating problems
which may arise in a country with different ways, customs, language and travel conditions.

On travel and prices.

On travel, food and insurance.

DON'T TRAVEL BLIND, over-spend or miss the sights.
So packed with facts, you'll use it every day of your
trip.

ALL THE INFORMATION NEEDED to help make a trip

PICTURES

Museums, archeological ruins, native markets, historical sites, famous buildings, local celebrations
and events.

A FASCINATING EXPERIENCE. Today you can drive

A PRACTICAL GUIDE, not a "story book" or just a list
accommodations. An aid in selecting those sections of
Mexico most interesting to you and of assistance
whether traveling to small fishing villages or big cities.
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LOWELL JOHN BEAN and
WILLIAM M. MASON, who
have contributed so greatly to
the exhibitions and information
contained in the Palm Springs
Museum's new Cahuilla Room,
recently collaborated on a book,
The Romero Expeditions in
California and Arizona, 182326. Both received their masters
degrees at U.C.L.A., Mr. Bean in Anthropology and Mr.
Mason in Latin American Studies.
Mr. Bean is presently Curator of Ethnology at the
Palm Springs Museum and also instructor of Anthropolology at Pasadena City College. Both scholars are continuing their research into the history of the Colorado
Desert areas and for this month's DESERT they write
of recent finds which shed new light on Coachella
Valley's past.

GLORIA GREER has been
writing from the desert and
about its celebrities since 1961
::.
when she came to Palm Springs
as a desert columnist for Daily
Variety, a motion picture trade
paper. For the past three years
her column "Stars of the Desert"
has been a regular feature of
the Riverside Daily Enterprise,
Riverside Press, Palm Desert Post and other publications
throughout the country. She is the desert representative
for Newsweek and proud of an article written for that
magazine about desert: resident Phil Regan that was introduced into the Congressional Record.
Mrs. Greer, who lives in Palm Desert with her 11-yearold twin daughters, writes of pools and personalities for
DESERT's special Coachella Valley issue.

HARRY JAMES, founder of
The Trailfinders, a boy's organization in Southern California,
today lives in a sprawling mountain lodge high in the San Jacintos near Idyllwild. There he
and Mrs. James spend wintry
days beast-watching (DESERT,
Jan. '64) and evenings before
a huge stone fireplace listening
to a superb collection of records. When the snow melts,
they come out of seclusion to participate in a number
of worthwhile projects, among them the Desert Protective Council of which Mr. James is now Executive Director.
During those long cold winters Mr. James has also
found time to write seven books. His most recently published are The Cahuilla Indians (Westernlore), Red
Man-White Man (Naylor), and The Hopi Indians
(Caxton). For this month's DESERT he writes of the
important Desert Preserve Area.
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FRANK POPENOE, one of
DESERT's Favorite writers, received his Master of Arts degree
in geology at U.C.L.A., after
first graduating from Oregon
State University. While doing
research for his master's thesis,
he found fossil horse and camel
remains 500,000 years old which
are now on display in the Los
Angeles County Museum.
Mr. Popenoe is associated with the College of the
Desert in Palm Desert where he is professor of geology.
He is a bachelor—with no children, he says—and his
current big interest is the Palm Springs Aerial Tramway,
about which he has written for this month's DESERT.
CAROL HARTLEY is a former school teacher who says
she'd rather write than eat. She
and her husband, a hydraulic
engineer, have two daughters
and five grand-daughters. One
daughter, who lives in El Centro,
inspired Mrs. Hartley's intense
interest in the Salton Sea and
surrounding desert areas.
A resident of Mountain View, California, Mrs. Hartley is a member of the National League of American
Pen Women and devotes much of her spare time to writing—workshop activities.
AL MERRYMAN, DESERT's
artist, is a popular citizen of
Palm Desert where his office is
located in the Desert Magazine
building. An escapee from the
MGM Art-Title Department, he
came to the desert 3 years ago
to open his own commercial art
studio.
DESERT readers are long familiar with Mr. Merryman's clever titles and illustrations, and desert residents are accustomed to his smiling
face and round figure vigorously pumping a bicyle along
the dunes.
ROYCE ROLLINS, who is
so busy going that we could
not catch her coming, is wellknown to DESERT readers for
her travel articles. An a v i d
g y p s y , she's covered most of
Europe, Mexico, Canada, Hawaii, Central America and all
of the U.S., but best of all, she
likes the desert.
A resident of Palm Desert, where she lives with her
writer-photographer husband and 4-wheel enthusiast
son, she has researched and written a historical Coachella Valley guide for this month's special issue.

THIS MONTH'S DESERT
The title of this month's cover is "Desert Rats."
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Although a departure from our usual covers, we feel that artist Val
Samuelson's brilliant oil painting best portrays Southern California's complex Coachella Valley. Located only 120 miles from Los Angeles, Coachella Valley brings into sharp contrast what is happening today in those
sections of the American Desert which are near densely populated urban
areas.
It is a desert of air-conditioned homes, dozens of golf courses, rich
date and citrus farms, yet surrounded by isolated terrain and rugged mountains containing wilderness areas and national parks.
Former President Eisenhower spends his winters in Palm Desert. The
late President Kennedy twice vacationed in Coachella Valley and President
Johnson has scheduled a meeting with South American leaders in Palm
Springs.
The two figures represented on the front cover, their identities diffused
by desert sun, could be golfers, sun-worshipping tourists, strolling residents,
explorers or scientists. They represent the increasing thousands of people
who find Coachella Valley an escape from the tensely accelerated life of
nearby metropolitan areas.
They are discovering what long-time desert dwellers already know:
that the desert brings not only relaxation and physical well being, but a
return of confidence in the ability to be an individual rather than just another
grain in the ever shifting sands of humanity.
Next month we will visit Utah and some of its more isolated areas,
but this month let's explore complex Coachella Valley.
///
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